EDINBURGH NORTHERN & LEITH
COMMUNITY MANIFESTO

A new way of working is in the air.
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INTRODUCTION
A new way of working is in the air. According to
community meetings held between 2015 and 2016,
people in Edinburgh Northern and Leith want more say in
what happens in their local community. There is pride in
what we are already achieving together. But there’s much
more to do. How can we realise hopes and make sure our
voices are heard?
A Community Manifesto offers a way forward.
People here have said they want more control and influence over
the decisions that affect their daily lives. A series of community
discussion events identified four issues essential to local quality of
life:
•
•
•
•

Childcare – flexible and affordable for all families
Social care – respect for older people and care workers
Investing in a sustainable environment
Good quality affordable housing for everyone

Community empowerment is a growing movement across Europe
and has roots in South America. Can we in Leith harness this
creative spirit of collaboration? Can we invest our combined
talents and energy in making a good life for all in our proudly
distinct part of a great city?
There are no quick fixes for complex social problems which require
long term planning and realistic investment of public funding. But,
as our community discussions have revealed, imaginative thinking
can produce simple solutions to meet many immediate needs in
our neighbourhoods. Often that just means putting the right
people together at the right time.
This Community Manifesto – compiled from views and concerns of
local people – sets targets for quick delivery of practical projects,
identifies priorities for council funding, and opens opportunities
for collaborative community engagement. Elected representatives
and local people working together.
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Child Care
It’s about our future generation

Childcare is an issue at the very heart of our community and in each
household. It should never be an afterthought. It should never be disregarded or
oversimplified. It is a mutually shared investment in our future generation – with
continuing benefits for our kids, our loved ones, our neighbours, our friends.

Target » A map and directory of all local services, with childcare
resources clearly displayed at street level and online.
Childcare plays a crucial role in child development, health,
wellbeing and employability, so the better the quality, the more we
increase our children’s chances in life. There is so much potential
for significant improvement.

In December 2015 and
April 2016 discussions,
participants voted for
‘Affordable childcare
accessible to all’,
suggesting needs could be
met by investment in
community childcare
co-operatives and social
enterprises. In December
2016, workshops at the
Side by Side Gathering
identified key priorities after
a presentation by Theresa
Allison of North Edinburgh
Childcare.

At the same time there is need to highlight the universal benefit of
investment in childcare.
This Community Manifesto seeks up front commitment to high
quality, affordable, flexible and easily accessible childcare for
preschool and school age children. It must be a part of every
regeneration and local development plan.
How to join the dots? Strengthening links between community and
Council would give local people the chance to be heard and take
part from the start.
The Locality Improvement Plan and Edinburgh Partnership offer a
way forward. This requires local government, statutory bodies and
third sector partners to work together with grassroots community
members having a seat at the table.
Turning ideals into reality requires resources. The Community
Manifesto sees urgent need for funding to invest in childcare by
expanding successful social enterprises, and sharing knowledge of
what is already working well in our area.
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Environment
We can learn from each other

As a community we share space to work, live and play in. Our surroundings

have a huge effect on the way we live our daily lives, so we need an
environment that works for all of us – and Mother Nature too.

We can learn from each other. Community discussion shows how we can combine our
knowledge of what is already working well. Now we can build on achievements.

Target » A community directory of environmental and recycling
resources. This could be crowd-sourced, easily accessible
online and updated through social media.
Clean streets create a healthier and happier place to be. The
Community Manifesto seeks to further develop the work of
successful local enterprises – expanding ways of reducing waste,
recycling, and repurposing, that are easily accessible and
convenient to all.
Open Space participants
voted for investment in a
sustainable, circular ‘zero
waste’ local economy. The
Side by Side Gathering
revealed a wealth of
creative enterprise in
Edinburgh Northern and
Leith. After the presentation
by Sarah Beattie Smith of
SHRUB workshops
identified much more to be
done.

Green space needs more investment. Leith is the most densely
populated part of Edinburgh, but has the least green space. The
Community Manifesto aims to protect and expand community
parks, gardens, and open spaces, and make them a welcoming
hub of the community. We can help alleviate food poverty by using
community space to grow food, and composting to make good use
of food waste.
How to invest in a sustainable environment? New developments
can include clean community energy and recycling resources built
into infrastructure – those resources can be extended to local
tenements and other existing housing.
How to improve efficiency and safety of our roads? The manifesto
suggests levying workplace parking space to invest in improving
public transport, and extending residential parking. Guaranteeing
a year on year increase in budget for cycling infrastructure will
make it easier and safer on the roads for those without cars.
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Social Care
Respect and dignity for older people

There’s great wealth in a mixed community. Edinburgh Northern and Leith is

home to a fascinating, diverse array of people of all ages from many different
cultural and social backgrounds. Everyone has a different story to tell. Whatever our
age or ability we are all able to be involved and to give and receive the care, support
and companionship all humans need to thrive.
As we adapt to the needs of today’s longer life span, we recognise that those who
work to care for others are a vital part of what keeps our community together.
Target » Mapping local resources – such as lunch clubs, timeshare
schemes, local memory groups. Online and street level displays
can help members of the community to locate support or
information and to find out how to get directly involved.
The community manifesto seeks to explore opportunities for
participatory budgeting The aim is to enable local people to decide
where to allocate funds, working with local groups to share skills
and develop community support.
The Open Space event
voted for ‘more visible
support for older people,
investment in transport and
care workers’. After hearing
Mandy Bruce describe the
work of Thistle Foundation,
the Side by Side Gathering
considered the great
contribution older people
make to a local sense of
place and cultural heritage.

How can we make support for older people more visible? Social
networking events are a great opportunity for local people to share
knowledge and work together.
The manifesto also urges greater investment in accessible
transport and better pay for care workers.
In a rapidly changing world, well-connected local groups can
provide a sense of continuity and reinforce a feeling of belonging.
The community manifesto is a response to this pride in the place;
the people who contributed to it expressed the importance of
neighbourly respect and local heritage. As the Side by Side social
care workshop put it in December 2016: ‘We want to celebrate the
unique culture of each area’.
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Housing
Make it safe, secure and affordable

Shelter is a basic human need. Home should be a place that everyone can
return to. Too often this basic need is being denied. In many cases it is too expensive,
of poor quality and insecure partly because so many of our neighbours rent from
private landlords.
Standing together as a community we can help shape policies to protect our
neighbours and provide a good environment for future generations.
Target » Compile, publish and keep an up-to-date land
ownership register. Introduce fair rent regulation and empower
communities to help shape policy.
The community manifesto asks for continued investment in
affordable housing to guarantee the quality of life in the area,
particularly for those who are renting. We cannot allow rising costs
to drive people from their homes and should stand together to
demand fair rent regulation
Open Space voted to ‘take
party politics and profit
out of housing’, introduce
fair rent regulation, and
empower communities to
shape policy. At the Side by
Side Gathering a housing
workshop discussed
opportunities and
challenges identified by
Keith Anderson of Port of
Leith Housing Association.

The manifesto seeks tougher regulations for private landlords, and
a timetable for compliance with the new mandatory minimum
standards [a Scottish Housing Quality Standard for the private
sector]. That will require providing local authorities with resources
to implement these standards, and ensure accountability.
Community meetings have identified a strong desire for community empowerment. The aim is to work with developers on new
projects (and the way that they take shape,) to ensure that they
meet the needs of the people who live here. This will encourage
investors to take a longer-term view on returns for developments,
benefitting the community rather than making a quick buck.
How to make use of empty properties and unused land? The
manifesto seeks a way of requiring landowners to put property to
use, even if temporarily, to create more community space or
resources.
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Resources
Further reading & links

Side by Side on Facebook www.facebook.com/SBSGathering/
Leith Open Space website www.leithopenspace.co.uk/tag/side-by-side/
Citizens’ Foundation http://www.citizens.is/
Digital Democracy – Scottish Futures Forum seminar report
Nesta report: Digital Democracy – The Tools Transforming Political Engagement
Citizens’ Foundation work in Scotland:
Oor Bit in Fife: https://oorbit-fife.yrpri.org/community/482
Growing Gaelic in Argyll and Bute https://argyll-bute.yrpri.org/group/894
Talk South Ayrshire: https://talk-south-ayrshire.yrpri.org/community/562/news
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HOW IT WAS MADE

The Council elections are on the 4th of May 2017. This Community Manifesto

can be used to inform candidates about the issues that matter to those who live in our
area, and what we want them to do if we vote for them.
It is built on the results of meetings held between December 2015 and December 2016, with a
follow-up online survey in February 2017.
The first meeting used the Open Space process to identify workable priorities. It began with
questions:
What do we want for Edinburgh Northern and Leith?
What changes will make life better for people of all ages?
How can we work together to achieve positive change?
A second event in April 2016 explored how the four issues might help to shape a community
manifesto for Edinburgh Northern and Leith. Greater community collaboration and opportunity
for social enterprises were among top points chosen.
These discussions were taken further at the Side by Side Gathering in December 2016 with a
panel of speakers providing examples of successful social enterprises in childcare, social care,
environment and housing.
The community meetings were organised and funded by members of the local Labour party
but the manifesto does not belong to the Labour party. It belongs to all the people – individuals
and groups – who attended the meetings and whose commitment, knowledge and enthusiasm
directed discussion and determined the outcome.
The result is a Community Manifesto available to all who wish to use or develop it further.
Whoever local people elect in May, Side by Side looks forward to exploring future potential for
working together in Edinburgh Northern and Leith.

Promoted by Bill Gilby on behalf of Edinburgh Northern & Leith CLP, 78 Buccleuch St, Edinburgh.
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People make places.
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